Programme

10:30 – Welcoming Address, Bert Hoffmann (GIGA)

10:40 – Session 1. Chair and discussant: Manuel Góngora (FU)
Felipe Rubio (FU): From ‘Chinos’ to ‘Blancos’ and Back Again: Chinese Communities in Peru, 1848 – 1940
Edna Martínez (FU): Afro-Columbians: Ethnicity, Inequality, and Citizenship

12:00 – Coffee break

12:10 – Session 2. Chair and discussant: Luicy Pedroza (GIGA)
Krista Lillemetz (FU): Polanyian double movement and citizenship in the context of the Brazilian contemporary agrarian question (1985-2010)
Manuel Assner (FU): Does legal status matter? The influence of legal status changes on the production of inequality

13:30 – Lunch

14:30 – Session 3. Chair and discussant: Sérgio Costa (FU)
Henio Hoyo (GIGA): Institutionalized Discrimination: Naturalized Citizens and Dual Nationals in Mexico
Isabel Rosales (GIGA): Extending Emigrants’ Rights: A Comparison of Central American Migrant-Sending States’ Policy

15:50 – Coffee break

16:00 – Session 4. Chair and discussant: Marianne Braig (FU)
Ana Isabel López (GIGA): International Remittances and Electoral Participation in Mexico

17:20 – Conclusions and Farewell, Bert Hoffmann (GIGA)

Important information

- In order to guarantee a proper discussion, participants are kindly requested to send their papers (as well as a 150-word abstract) by Monday 02 of November to Henio.Hoyo@giga-hamburg.de. Under no circumstance papers should be sent later than Friday 06.
- Please note that the working language of the Colloquium will be English.
- Transport from Berlin Hbf: ICE 794 (8:16) to Hamburg Dammtor (10:04) + 5-10 mins. walk to GIGA. Return from Hamburg Dammtor: ICE 1721 (18:00) to Berlin Hbf (19:48). Otherwise ICE 893 (19:00)

For further information please contact Henio Hoyo at Henio.Hoyo@giga-hamburg.de